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The Buckley Building, London
is being heralded as an exemplar on the
merits of refurbishment over rebuilding.
Comments, feedback
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are encouraged:
r.navarro@ndy.com
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Introduction
Welcome to our mid-year edition of Lifecycle, covering a
diverse range of international sustainability focal points.
In Australia, the carbon tax was repealed in line with the
Coalition Government’s election promise and with the
support of Palmer United Party and Independent Senators.
It is interesting to note that following the passing of
legislation to repeal the carbon tax both Prime Minister Tony
Abbott and Environment Minister Hunt appear to have left
the door ajar for a future move away from the Direct Action
Plan, their proposed alternative approach to encourage
emissions reductions. As we have noted in previous editions
of Lifecycle we have doubts regarding the effectiveness of
the Direct Action approach to emissions reduction.
There is no doubt that the broader approach to
sustainability is moving to a pragmatic footing and the
extent of hype has diminished. However, it remains essential
for all of us involved with the built environment to fulfil
our responsibilities to future generations by implementing
measures, in the design of new facilities and the operation
of existing facilities, that contribute to the optimisation of
the carbon footprint of the built environment.
Obviously the US and China have a massive part to play in
reducing the total emissions on the planet and the interview
with Peggy Liu in this edition provides a timely focus on the
initiatives China is implementing.
While in absolute terms Australia is a relatively small emitter,
our per capita figures are high. If Australia’s international
credibility in the sustainability field is to be maintained it
is essential that the current policy vacuum is filled in the
shortest possible time.

“It remains essential for all of us involved
with the built environment to fulfil our
responsibilities to future generations by
implementing measures... that contribute
to the optimisation of the carbon footprint
of the built environment.”
At NDY we continue to work with our clients to deliver
sustainable solutions that meet their business imperatives.
We also continue to walk the talk as noted in the article on
our Brisbane office Green Star rating.
Enjoy the read and we look forward to continuing
our collaboration.
Ian Hopkins
CEO, Norman Disney & Young

NEWS IN BRIEF
Key building features include:
 9.9kW PV array;
 Rainwater from a 20kL rainwater tank used for
WC flushing and irrigation;
 Specification of sustainable materials;
 Energy efficient lighting system with occupant
and daylight sensors to minimise unnecessary
use;
 Solar Tubes providing natural light to the
larger spaces;
 Louvered windows to encourage natural cross
ventilation.
 Low water use garden with signage provided
to educate building occupants about the
plants selected, with recycled materials used
throughout the landscaping;
 Display of water and energy usage to building
occupants in the foyer; and

CURRAMBINE
COMMUNITY CENTRE
GREEN STAR LEADER
The City of Joondalup was the first local
government in Western Australia to achieve a
4 Star Green Star Public Building PILOT Design
rating, signifying ‘Best Practice’, from the Green
Building Council of Australia (GBCA) for the
Currambine Community Centre. Now they have
gone on to be awarded the As Built rating for the
same project, meaning that sustainability features
in the design have been realised in the final
building. It shows that that the good intentions
have become a reality in bricks and mortar (and
solar panels and rain water tanks!). The concept
has been translated into a completed functional
and very popular building.

WATER
CONSERVATION
VIDEO

This is the first project in Australia to achieve
an As Built rating under the new Green Star
Public Building rating tool. What is even more
impressive is that it was achieved on the Round 1
submission to the GCBA, which results from the
strong commitment of the City and its design
team to the Green Star process.

 Recycling bins throughout the building to
minimise waste to landfill.
There is extensive metering of water and energy
use, connected to a monitoring system with
information fed through to an LCD display screen
in the foyer for the public to see.
Green Star certified buildings like the Currambine
Community Centre are designed for higher
levels of energy and water efficiency, therefore
are cheaper to operate saving thousands of
dollars each year in energy and water bills. These
financial and environmental savings are balanced
in the design by the provision of high levels of
occupant comfort through fresh air, daylight
penetration and selection of non-toxic materials.

Norman Disney & Young provided sustainability
and services advice to ensure an integrated
and holistic design approach with focus on
sustainability, durability and maintenance. Our
extensive Green Star experience, combined with
close collaboration with the City of Joondalup
was crucial to these results.

Feedback to the City of Joondalup’s Colin
Drummond from users has been a resounding
“We love it!”.

AIRAH has released a video, Maintain your cool,
exploring water conservation and efficiency in
cooling towers.

The video complements the best practice
guidelines developed by AIRAH — titled Water
conservation in cooling towers — presenting
viewers with some smart ways to reduce water
consumption on-site.

“Cooling towers are effective heat rejection
devices; however, they’re responsible for the
use of large volumes of potable water, and can
account for up to half of a building’s total water
usage,” says AIRAH COO Neil Cox.
“Considering the increasing cost of water and
concern for its future scarcity, we really need
to think about managing and reducing cooling
tower water consumption where possible.”

Specifically aimed at building owners and
operators, the video assists in reducing the
water consumption of cooling systems while
maintaining required performance.
The video can be viewed at:
http://goo.gl/4fKxcl
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Barangaroo
tower
achieves
6 Star rating

At the core of the Barangaroo project — one of
the most significant waterfront regenerations
currently underway anywhere in the world — is
Lend Lease’s focus on sustainability. In line with
this, Barangaroo South Tower 2 was recently
awarded a 6 Star Green Star – Office Design
v3 certified rating by the GBCA — a rating that
represents world leadership in environmentallysustainable building practices.
Currently under construction at the Sydney CBD
harbourside site, the 42-storey Tower 2 is the
largest building to receive a 6 Star Green Star –
Office Design v3 rating.
Tarun Gupta, Lend Lease’s Chief Executive
Officer, Property, Australia, said the company is
committed to excellence in the built environment
and creating workplaces of the future.

“It’s an honour to receive this internationallyrecognised rating because it reflects Lend Lease’s
track record of leadership in sustainable design
and construction,” he said. “We are creating
a highly sustainable precinct at Barangaroo to
benefit corporate tenants, residents, retailers and
visitors.”
Environmentally sustainable design and energy
efficiency are key objectives for Lend Lease and
are at the heart of NDY’s involvement, with 6
Star Green Star Office Design and As Built (v3)
and NABERS 5 star plus ratings set as minimum
targets from the project outset.
Lend Lease has also engaged NDY to develop
the Building Information Model (BIM) for the
commercial towers.

Image source
Lend Lease, May 2014

Advanced
HVAC controls
slash more energy
than predicted
According to a US government study, commercial
buildings can cut HVAC energy use by an average
57 per cent through energy-efficiency control
systems, much more than expected.

Solar
power

turns up the heat
A team of solar thermal engineers and scientists at the CSIRO Energy Centre
have used sunlight flooding to create ‘supercritical’ steam at the highest levels
of temperature and pressure ever recorded with solar power. Supercritical
steam is defined as an ultra-hot, ultra-pressurised steam that’s used to drive
the world’s most advanced power plant turbines.
CSIRO scientists used heat from the sun,
reflected off a field of heliostats (or mirrors) and
concentrated onto a central receiver point to
create the steam at these supercritical levels.
Solar thermal, or concentrating solar power (CSP)
power plants have traditionally only ever operated
at ‘subcritical’ levels, meaning they could not
match the efficiency or output of the world’s most
state of the art fossil fuel power plants.
The achievement is being described in the
same terms as breaking the sound barrier, so
impressive are its possible implications for solar
thermal technology.
Put simply, the temperature of the steam they
created (570°C) is around the point where
aluminium alloy would start melting. And the
Find out more: http://goo.gl/pq8408

accompanying pressure (23.5 megapascals) is
roughly what you’d experience if you were 2
kilometres under the surface of the ocean.
To prove that solar thermal technology can match
it with the best fossil fuel systems, the CSIRO
team developed a fully automated control system
that predicts the heat delivered from every
heliostat, allowing them to achieve maximum heat
transfer, without overheating and fatiguing the
receiver. With this amount of control, they were
able to accurately recreate the temperature and
pressures needed for supercritical success.
While the technology may be a fair way off
commercial development, this achievement is
a big step in paving the way for a low cost, low
emission energy future.

The year-long trial of HVAC control systems in
malls, shopping centres and other commercial
buildings by the US Department of Energy’s
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory found
savings much higher than the 38 per cent
reduction computer simulations had predicted.
“We’ve long known that heating and cooling
are among the biggest energy consumers in
buildings, largely because most buildings don’t
use sophisticated controls,” said study lead
researcher Srinivas Katipamula. “But our tests
of controls installed at real, working commercial
buildings clearly demonstrate how much more
energy efficient air conditioning systems can be.”
Katipamula and colleagues at PNNL in 2011 set
out to adapt controls found in air handling units
for use in packaged rooftop HVAC systems.
The goal was to enable packaged units to
automatically adjust their operations based on
conditions inside and outside a building. Using
sensors and variable-speed motors, the advanced
controls decide when and how fast ventilation
fans should run, and if the units can use fresh air
instead of mechanically cooling indoor air.
The study used a commercially available system
by a company called Transformative Wave, due to
its resemblance to the advanced controls PNNL
had envisaged.
Compared with standard operations, HVAC units
using advanced controls cut energy use by an
average of 57 per cent, with savings ranging from
20 to 90 per cent, depending on building type
and use.
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Reinventing
A London classic

From

its humble beginnings in the 1930 s as
a series of factory units , and a subsequent
conversion to office usage for a legal
practice in the 1980 s , the B uckley B uilding
is being heralded as an exemplar on the
merits of refurbishment over rebuilding .

Rather than consider a complete
redevelopment of the island site
Derwent London had a very clear
vision to maintain the character of
this building and its importance to
the Clerkenwell Green community
and built environment.
According to Derwent London: “our
unique combination of innovative
architecture, striking design and
active asset management enables
us to transform buildings into
dynamic and exciting places to
work.” This is certainly the case at
the Buckley Building.
“Following our successful
contribution to the award-winning
Angel Building, NDY London
continues to enjoy a strong
relationship with Derwent London
who awarded the M & E services
design for the Buckley Building to
NDY,” says NDY London director
Allen Williamson.
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The refurbishment scheme includes a relocation
of the building entrance which sought to increase
the buildings presence on the fashionable
Clerkenwell Green. According to Williamson,
the project also required infilling of a significant
atrium to provide 85,000 square feet of modern
office space, and the replacement of all plant.
“The building was stripped back to its bare
structure and refurbished with a focus on
enhancing its appearance whilst making features
of the building’s structural and historical elements
such as exposed concrete beams, steel columns
and brick façades to suit the industrial vision of
the architects, Buckley Gray Yeoman, and reflect
the building’s industrial past.”
Completed in April 2013, the building now
includes a bespoke, on-floor displacement
ventilation system and suspended up and down
lights enhancing the appearance of the concrete
downstand beams and complimenting the clean
ceiling finishes.
“Retaining the existing ‘Crittall style’ steel window
frames was key to maintaining the character of
the building,” adds Ashely Merrett, Associate at
NDY. In order to comply with Building Regulations
requirements on energy conservation and reduce
solar gains to a level that could be mitigated
by the displacement ventilation system, a high
performance facade solution had to be achieved
despite the retention of these frames.
“The design team’s challenge was to design a
double glazing system that could be installed
in the existing frames and create solar shading
coefficients between 0.25 and 0.3 across the
building. NDY’s extensive thermal modelling and
close collaboration with architects BGY delivered
an effective solution. The retention of the window
frames also resulted in retaining the embodied
energy used in their original manufacture,”
says Merrett.
A key focus in the design was to reduce the
building’s energy consumption in line with an
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) ‘B’ rating, a
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ certificate and to align with
the client’s sustainability policy. A combination
of passive and active design principles were
incorporated into the design, resulting in these
targets being achieved, which Merrett labels “a
tremendous result for a refurbished building with
comfort cooling.”

In addition to passive measures such as the high
performance glass and the application of thermal
insulation at roof level to reduce winter heat loss,
significant attention was given to selection of an
appropriate heating & comfort cooling system.
“A tailored, on-floor displacement ventilation
system was selected,” according to Williamson.
“This system provides comfort cooling to the
office space using on floor air handling units
(8 per typical floor) and offers enhanced levels
of flexibility — including zonal temperature
control which omits the need for local supply
air reheat — compared to conventional
displacement systems. Occupants also have
the ability to choose natural ventilation when
external conditions are favourable.”
There was a clear focus from the design team
at the very outset of this project to foster
collaboration and to cover every detail. “Every
aspect of this refurbishment was given attention
to detail,” adds Williamson. “Details such as
shadow gaps to conceal return air paths, ‘hit and
miss’ brickwork details beneath stairs to allow air
to be extracted from the reception without the
need for unsightly grilles, and lighting solutions
developed with the architect ensured that every
single item and scenario was carefully considered.“
Since completion the building has won several
industry awards including the RICS London
Region commercial property award 2014, the AJ
Retrofit Awards 2013 and Large Interiors Project
for 2014 at the Mixology Awards.
The future of office design stands proudly on
its own island site at the heart of Clerkenwell
green. For Williamson, the Buckley Building is
making an “important statement on the exciting
possibilities that exist in balancing form, function
and sustainability.”

NDY services
Mechanical
Electrical
Public Health Design
Fire Protection and Fire Strategy
Environmental Strategy
including BREEAM assessment
Acoustic consultancy
Vertical Transportation

Key collaborative team
Client

Derwent London
Architect

Buckley Gray Yeoman
Structural Engineer

Heyne Tillett Steel
Project Manager and Cost Consultant

Quantem
Builder

Mitie
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“Every

aspect of this
refurbishment was given
attention to detail .”
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JUCCCE: The China Dream
and reimagining prosperity

Founder and Chairperson of JUCCCE, Peggy Liu
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JUCCCE

the China Dream and reimagining prosperity
China’s consuming class will reach 800 million
by 2025. As incomes rise, natural limits to earth’s
resources mean that people need to find new
ways of enjoying their prosperity.
For China’s enormous emerging middle class,
a new “China Dream”
just might be the answer to unsustainable
consumption. Lifecyle editor Ric Navarro caught
up with Peggy Liu to chat about how the China
Dream is translating into reality. 
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Beijing at dusk: Initiatives such as Smart Grid are transforming China’s energy landscape
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“Experts estimate it would take the resources
of more than four planet Earths if everybody
lived like an American. We need a dramatic,
not incremental, shift in what kind of lives we
aspire to live,” Liu explains with an infectious
passion. “In China, the time is ripe for an
increasingly aspirational populace to move
away from candied images drip fed through TV
and ads of the consumption-oriented American
Dream. Visualizing a new prosperity gives us an
opportunity to retell the story of sustainability and
transform desire.”
Liu is founding Chair of the joint US-China
Collaboration on Clean Energy (JUCCCE).
Established in 2007, JUCCCE was founded after
the MIT Forum on the Future of Energy in China,
the first public dialogue on clean energy between
US and Chinese government officials. “During the
private government meetings delegates called
for an NGO to be created for more programmatic
collaboration on clean energy between China and
the US,” explains Liu.
For Liu, one of the biggest lessons learnt is the
need to incorporate strong storytelling even
though JUCCCE’s roots are deeply technical. “I
don’t believe the sustainability movement in the
last 30 years has been particularly successful.
We have failed at touching people’s hearts, and
transforming their desire to blindly consume

without consequence. To reach beyond our own
choir, we need to move away from talking about
intellectual statistics like parts per million and
other climate jargon.”
Today, JUCCCE connects sustainability to
people’s daily concerns by focusing on ecolivable
cities, healthy aspirational lifestyles, and
econutritional diets.
“To change behaviour, we need to change habits;
habits come from social norms; social norms are
largely set by mass media.”
This approach led to JUCCCE launching the
influential China Dream campaign in 2010
to visualize and actualize new aspirations for
China’s emerging middle class. The China
Dream is co-created with sustainability experts,
professional storytellers, and cultural ears to
reframe sustainability through the lens of personal
prosperity.
“This Dream envisions a future where people
can take for granted safe food, air and water,
lead vibrant lives in liveable communities, and
everyone is assured a basic level of dignity.” But
Liu says today’s China is far from this dream.
“The large number of billboards, magazine
covers and TV shows mentioning China Dream

and environmental protection is a good indicator
of how eager Chinese are for a more liveable
world. The enormity of the challenge to bend the
trajectory of desire from an American Dream to
a Chinese Dream, however, will require a broad
number initiatives targeting different audiences.”
JUCCCE recently held a workshop with Unilever
to better understand how Dove could help
activate part of the China Dream. “I could tell
that the China Dream concept was touching
people emotionally because there was a lot of
laughing and crying during this workshop. The
marketing campaign recently won a Watsons’
CSR award. Unilver’s motivation for working
with us is obviously to help their marketing and
subsequently to sell more product, but they
wanted to achieve this in a responsible way.
We wanted to leverage their reach to set social
norms.”
Now JUCCCE is reaching out to Hollywood and
working with the likes of Leonardo DiCaprio
to embed China Dream social norms into
entertainment for the masses.
One clear example of how JUCCCE is
actualizing a piece of the China Dream is in
food consumption. According to Liu, “Chinese
traditionally used beef as slivers on top of
dishes as a condiment. The escalation of beef
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“What we need is 100 Peggy Liu’s
all over the world. If that were to
happen, we would be on the path
to a sustainable society.”
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- Nobel Laureate, Chairman of IPCC, Ragendra Pachauri

consumption in China is reflective of a growing
middle class influenced by the import of luxury
steakhouses and ubiquitous burger joints. But
the reality is that it’s not possible for the world to
sustain enough resource-intensive cattle farming
for a radically different Chinese diet.”
At the 2013 World Economic Forum in Davos,
JUCCCE launched the ‘New Way to Eat’ food
program acknowledging that nutritionists, doctors
and healthcare professionals must combine their
efforts with sustainable agriculture experts to
target children to change eating behaviours with
consistent messages.
JUCCCE is developing a curriculum for Chinese
school kids to eat in a way that is good for them
and good for the planet. These classes are being
piloted by the YK Pao school in Shanghai. They
are creating recipes for school lunches with seven
different chefs and the Chartwells group which
serves 80 per cent of meals to all international
schools within China.
When asked how JUCCCE chooses its programs,
Liu proclaims that China is already going green.
“The real question is whether it can go green
fast enough,” says Liu. “Overall I’m more than
impressed with the commitment China has
shown in going green. But it’s capability to
deploy solutions is lacking and the scale of its

problems are unprecedented. JUCCCE’s sweet
spot is convening cross-sector and cross-border
expertise to craft sustainability solutions that work
for China pace, China scale, and China context.
“To create great change in China in a short
amount of time, we need to focus on what I call
acupuncture points. These are areas where a small
volunteer organization like JUCCCE can apply a
little pressure to create huge ripple effects.”
One potent example of how JUCCCE used
this ripple effect is in its Smart Grid initiative.
By revolutionizing the way electric power is
generated, distributed and used, smart grid
technologies can significantly decrease the
amount of energy used and increase the amount
of renewable energy generated.
Liu says it was the CEO and CTO of Duke
energy who helped JUCCCE gather the leading
experts in smart grid at the time — IBM, CISCO,
US Department of Energy, Berkeley National
Laboratory and others — to catalyse the
introduction of smart grid into China.
“A key advantage in the Chinese grid system was
that in the end only two Chinese decision makers
were key influencers in the fate of a nation’s
power industry. China is now the leading global
investor in smart grid around the world.”

China’s centralised decision making is a significant
upside in making substantive progress for large
scale infrastructure reform. “When you need to
make quick, large infrastructure decisions such as
building new cities from scratch, you really need
centralised control and land-use control.”
Chinese local government officials are promoted
based on key performance indices that include
environment and social metrics so they are
incentivised to implement sustainability initiatives.
“This nimbleness also applies to experimenting
with policies. For example, plastic bags were
banned in grocery stores across the nation in
2008. In the first 5 years, they eliminated 67 billion
bags from use. In the US, they’re still trying to
implement those but they have to do it state by
state because the federal government doesn’t
have the mandate. China has recently launched
7 carbon emissions trading schemes across
different regions in expectations of one model
being picked to rollout nationwide.”
According to Liu, China is the primary battlefield
for the war on climate change. “China’s pollution
problems are everyone’s pollution problems.
If JUCCCE can play a small role in helping China
go green faster, it may well be the most important
work of my life.”
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who is responsible?
Calculating the
cumulative cost
of carbon dioxide
emissions gives
new insights into
the question of
who is responsible
for climate change.

One of the major reasons for the failure of
the 2009 Climate Convention Conference in
Copenhagen was the issue of carbon debt.
Developed countries called for emission
reductions in developing countries, while the
latter use the former’s historical emissions, their
carbon debt, as a reason for inaction. An article
recently published in Scandinavian Economic
History Review suggests how to finally settle this
question of historical responsibility.
Jan Kunnas from the University of Stirling and
his colleagues from universities in the UK and
New Zealand examined how to incorporate the
environmental effects of fossil fuel use into the
national accounts and measures of sustainability.
They suggest using a single global price for
carbon dioxide emissions, as there is in the long
term no possibility for a single country to isolate
itself from the impacts of climate change.
Every country will be affected to some degree,
say from increases in food prices as climate
change has negative impacts on global food
production or from climate refugees.
Ethically speaking, the use of a global damage
cost indicates a belief that we are all in the same
lifeboat when it comes to the long-term effects
of climate change. Furthermore, the calculated
price should decrease as we move back in time to
take into account that carbon dioxide is a stock
pollutant, and that one unit added to the present
large stock is likely to cause more damage than a
unit emitted under the lower concentration levels
in the past.
There is a large variation between different
estimates of the costs of carbon dioxide
emissions, depending on the estimates of future
mitigation or a business as usual approach and
the damage the estimated emission path will lead
to. To account for this variation a low, medium
and high price was used to calculate the annual
costs of carbon dioxide emissions.

Calculating the cumulative cost of carbon dioxide
emissions provides us an opportunity to finally
settle the question of historical responsibility
for the damages caused by climate change.
The choice of price has a big influence on the
accumulated costs, but it does not affect the
relative position of different countries. With
both a constant price and a declining price
the USA has the highest cumulative cost of
carbon emissions during the period 1902–2009,
contributing 24–27% of the cumulative global
cost, followed by the EU with 17–19%. China is
nowadays the biggest source of carbon dioxide,
but the cumulative costs of its emissions are still
long behind with 10–12%.
These calculations support the notion that
the main reason for a warming climate is the
historical greenhouse-gas emissions of developed
countries; 41–47% of the costs are due to the
cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide from
the USA and the EU alone. On the other hand,
the emissions of the big four major contributors
account for only 57–59% of the total cumulative
costs, leaving over 40% to the rest of the world,
supporting the need for a global treaty put
forward by developed countries.
The starting point for such treaty could be a
mutual debt cancellation, developed countries’
carbon debts offsetting developing countries’
conventional monetary debt, leaving the dispute
about historical responsibility behind.

Access the full report online:
http://goo.gl/so9qZF
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What China’s
energy turnaround
means for us
Experts believe China’s radically new energy
policy has major implications for economies
and communities around the world.
Leading economists and climate scientists
including Professor Ross Garnaut, China’s Energy
Research Institute Director Dr Jiang Kejun and
Climate Change Authority CEO Anthea Harris
recently converged on Victoria University for the
public conference ‘Abrupt change in China’s
energy path: implications for China, Australia and
the global climate’1.
This follows an article2 published recently
in Nature Climate Change, where Victoria
University’s Professor Peter Sheehan3 and
colleagues argue China’s air pollution crisis over
the past year — and its potential to destabilise
the country — has provided impetus for the
government to aggressively reshape its energy
system, with profound implications for global
climate change.
The Chinese government’s Action Plan for Air
Pollution Prevention and Control (2013–17) aims
to improve air quality by 2017 with a focus on
the three key regions in the heart of China: the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, the Yangtze River
Delta and the Pearl River Delta.
The Plan includes mandatory targeted reductions
in fine particulate emissions, a ban on new
coal power plants and sharp cutbacks in coal
consumption and steel production in these
regions. For example, steelmaking capacity
in Hebei province, which produces about one
quarter of China’s steel, will be reduced by 80
million tonnes by 2017. This is equivalent to about
10% of China’s steel production.

Most polluting heavy vehicles are to be removed
from three key regions and new fuel standards
introduced by 2015 and nationally by 2017. Nonfossil energy resources will increase to 13% of
total energy consumption by 2017, by comparison
with 9.4% in 2012 and there will be increased
emphasis on natural gas, which is to gradually
replace coal by 2017 in power stations, industrial
furnaces and thermal heating plants.
Meanwhile, hundreds of air quality observation
stations have been installed across the country
providing real time publicly available data on air
quality with a monthly ‘naming and shaming’ of
the worst polluting cities.
“If China’s pursues these and other plans to
control air pollution, China’s emissions could
peak by about 2020 and then begin to fall. This
is a dramatic change relative to its previous path,
and would greatly enhance prospects for holding
global warming to less than 2°C,” Professor
Sheehan said.
“The new direction also demonstrates an
alternative path for countries, such as India, that
face rising pollution from development based
on coal and oil and should influence current
negotiations in the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change to establish by
2015 a legally binding emissions agreement to
apply from 2020.”

1. Victoria University: h
 ttp://goo.gl/bq3Pfo
2. N
 ature Climate Change: http://goo.gl/RmysWg
3. Victoria University: http://goo.gl/qdnKrp
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Of energy efficiency
Germany comes in first in a new
energy efficiency ranking of
the world’s major economies,
followed by Italy, the European
Union as a whole, China, and
France, according to the 2014
International Energy Efficiency
Scorecard published by the
nonprofit American Council for
an Energy-Efficient Economy
(ACEEE). New to the rankings
this year are four nations: India,
Mexico, South Korea, and Spain.

Now in its second edition, the ACEEE report finds
that, while some countries are still significantly
outperforming others, there are substantial
opportunities for improved energy efficiency
in all economies analysed, including the U.S.,
which ranked 13th out of 16 nations — behind
countries such as China, Canada, and India.
The new carbon pollution standards for existing
power plants proposed this June by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) would be
a major stride in the direction of greater energy
efficiency in the U.S. There are dozens of other
international best practices that the U.S. could
implement to improve its score.
The rankings are modelled on ACEEE’s timetested approach to energy efficiency ranking of
U.S. states, and include 16 of the world’s largest
economies: Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Russia, South Korea, Spain, the United Kingdom,
the United States, and the European Union.
These 16 economies represent over 81 per cent
of global gross domestic product and 71 per cent
of global energy consumption. The ranking is
pictured in the graphic opposite.

ACEEE divided the 31 metrics across four
groupings: those that track cross-cutting aspects
of energy use at the national level, as well as the
three sectors primarily responsible for energy
consumption in an economically developed
country — buildings, industry, and transportation.
The top-scoring countries in each grouping are:
E.U., France, and Italy (three-way tie for national
efforts); China (buildings); Germany (industry); and
Italy (transportation).
ACEEE Executive Director Steven Nadel said:
“Germany is a prime example of a nation that
has made energy efficiency a top priority. The
United States, long considered an innovative and
competitive world leader, has progressed slowly
and has made limited progress since our last
report, even as Germany, Italy, China, and other
nations surge ahead.”
Dr. Philipp Ackermann, Minister and Deputy
Chief of Mission, Chargé d’Affaires, Embassy of
the Federal Republic of Germany, said: “We are
very pleased that Germany ranks first in ACEEE’s
analysis of energy efficiency efforts among the
world’s 16 largest economies. We see this as a
validation that Germany’s measures are bearing
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fruit in its ongoing efforts to transition towards
a low-carbon and energy-efficient economy.
Energy efficiency is the second pillar of Germany’s
transformation of its energy system alongside the
expansion of renewable energies. Every kilowatt
hour of electricity that is not consumed saves on
fossil fuels and the construction of power plants
and grids.”
The ACEEE report points out that while the
U.S. has made some progress towards greater
energy efficiency in recent years, the overall
story is disappointing. “The inefficiency in the
U.S. economy means a tremendous waste of
energy resources and money. Across most metrics
analysed in this International Scorecard, in the
past decade the United States has made limited
progress toward greater efficiency at the national
level. The overall U.S. score of 42 is less than
half of the possible points and is 23 points away
from the top spot. Further, the United States falls
behind Canada, Australia, India, and South Korea.
These scores suggest that this list of countries
may have an economic advantage over the United
States because using less energy to produce and
transport the same economic output costs them

less. Their efforts to improve efficiency likely make
their economies more nimble and resilient.”
The ACEEE report raises a critical question:
how can the United States compete in a global
economy if it continues to waste money and
energy that other industrialized nations save
and can reinvest? In its analysis, ACEEE outlines
a number of recommendations for the United
States, highlighting four major opportunities for
increased energy efficiency: passing a national
energy savings target; strengthening national
model building energy codes; supporting
education and training in the industrial
sectors; and prioritizing energy efficiency in
transportation spending.
Rachel Young, ACEEE research analyst and lead
author of the report, said: “Countries that use
energy more efficiently use fewer resources to
achieve the same goals, thus reducing costs,
preserving valuable natural resources, and gaining
a competitive edge over other countries. In the
United States, we need to do more on energy
efficiency to remain competitive in an increasingly
tough global marketplace.”

In addition to expanding the list of global
economies included in the ranking, there have
been other changes since the 2012 International
Energy Efficiency Scorecard. New metrics have
been added and several existing metrics have
been improved with better data sources and
increased input from country experts. The
new metrics include water efficiency policy,
agricultural efficiency, building retrofit policies,
heavy-duty fuel efficiency standards, and
investment in energy efficiency by the
private sector.
The ACEEE ranking system looks at both “policy
metrics” and “performance metrics” to measure
a country’s overall energy efficiency. Examples of
“policy metrics” include the presence of a national
energy savings target, fuel economy standards
for vehicles, and energy efficiency standards for
appliances. The “performance metrics” measure
energy use and provide quantifiable results.
Examples of “performance metrics” include
average miles per gallon of on-road passenger
vehicles and energy consumed per square foot of
floor space in residential buildings.
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Valuing
collaboration
as a key to achieving
a Green Star fitout
Exit the lifts to level 14 at 120 Edward Street Brisbane,
and a large holographic screen greets you at the
NDY Brisbane reception. But beyond the impressive
technology smarts are some clever and pragmatic
engineering solutions that have contributed to the
5 Star Green Star Interiors V1.1 rating.
“The reception sits within the refurbishment of an
existing space that included two Meeting Rooms
and a Boardroom,” says NDY director Andrew
Gentner. “We wanted to break down physical
barriers and open up the remaining office areas
to make it a contemporary and collaborative
customer and staff-focused environment.”
With ‘Collaboration’ noted as one of NDY’s core
company values, Gentner says it was important
that the office design and layout provided
areas for staff to connect and collaborate on
projects. “A significant component of our initial
brief to our design architects centred on staffconnectedness: we wanted to ensure the design
incorporated large open planned workstations
to encourage interaction between staff members
by creating visibility through the opaque
workstation screen panels. The layout means
that there is an uninterrupted visual connection
amongst all staff.”
This interactive and collaborative design
approach has been incorporated beyond
workspaces to encompass all staff touch-points.
“We wanted to ensure that our staff Breakout
Area provided a natural and comfortable meeting
point for casual staff seating,” says Gentner.
“The different levelled podium boxes with seat
cushions allow staff to sit and relax, lounge, read
or use a laptop and have social conversations.”
According to our design architects, every detail
was considered in providing a pathway to ensure
collaboration. “A pixelation feature carpet zone
was designed to encourage movement and

circulation throughout the open spaces which
typically moves from the built environment
areas to the open workstations. This pixelation
presents an element of fun and ties in with NDY’s
corporate colours. Bright blue feature walls also
add colour to the space and were used as a
tool to identify creative and collaborative zones
including Collaborative Areas, Informal Meeting
Areas and Utility Areas.”
The central staff facility is a large hub area for
staff lunch hours, large and small functions,
informal in-house meetings and staff meetings.
With its mixture of booth lounges, breakout
seating, folding tables on castors and advanced
technology and equipment, this area is an inviting
and relaxed social space overlooking the city and
the river.
“Whilst we implemented a range of technical
design components such as daylight glare
control, daylight harvesting, and retrofitted Y12
opal reed diffusers to the existing T5 light fittings
to improving light distribution and office vibe.
It’s the day-to-day indoor environment quality
achieved where we have seen the greatest benefit
to our staff and customers,” explains Gentner.
Providing an environment that improves staff
engagement was key to the fitout design.
A number of innovative energy efficiency strategies
were also incorporated including power rails
which shut down peripheral devices on standby
from the computer and heat recovery from our
communications room to generate hot water.
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Left:
The main breakout area
is an inviting and relaxed
social space overlooking
the city and the river.
Below Left:
Large open planned
workstations were
installed to encourage
interaction between
staff members.
Below:
Windows to the outside
are visible from all
workstations and offices.
Right:
Collaboration spaces
throughout the office
encourage staffconnectedness.

“We deliberately wanted to utilise Ozone free
insulation products, Low VOC paints and carpets,
minimise Formaldehyde products, and introduce
Indoor Plants: we’ve seen these initiatives work
in our clients projects and in other NDY offices.
Additionally all new furniture was GECA certified.
This attention to detail resulted in achieving
the maximum number of Green Star points for
workstations, flooring, chairs, tables, and storage.
Initiatives incorporated into
the design include:























Commissioning and tuning
Tenant guide
Environment Management Plan
Waste management
Daylight glare control
High Frequency Ballasts
Low VOC paints and carpets
Formaldehyde Minimisation
Indoor Plants
9 points for Energy improvements
equivalent to 5 Star NABERS Plus
20% CO2 reduction NABERS Energy
Electrical Sub metering
Motion control lighting
Proximity to public transport
Reduced car park
Cyclist facilities
Water efficient fitting, fixtures and
appliances
Maximum points for workstations,
flooring, chairs, tables, and storage
Zero ODP refrigerants
Ozone free insulation products
Innovation point achieved for
reduced lighting zone sizing
Innovation point achieved for
doubling cycling provisions
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A ‘60s
classic
gets a modern remix
The year is 1966.
Robert Menzies is Prime Minister. Mop-tops are all the rage as the
Beatles’ ‘Rubber Soul’ shoots to number one on the album charts. The
fastest IBM computers have eight megabytes of memory, and NASA is
planning a moon landing. General Motors Holden is the first Australian
car manufacturer to install seat belts as standard equipment in all new
vehicles. And construction is completed on a new seven-storey office
block at 247 Adelaide Street in Brisbane.
BY Tony Arnel,

Global Director of Sustainability,
Norman Disney & Young

How times have changed. In 1966, most commercial
buildings were designed and constructed with
very little thought to energy efficiency, indoor
environment quality or carbon footprint.
And yet, rather than dismiss 247 Adelaide Street
as long past its use-by-date, the building was
given a makeover which has halved its energy
consumption. In fact, the $980,000 building
services upgrade elevated the NABERS Energy
rating from 0 to 5 stars — and it is now one of
the oldest buildings in Queensland to achieve
this rating. These NABERS ratings were not only
delivered on time but also above target.
The building overhaul included installing a
high-efficiency, low-load HVAC system, a new
building management system, LED lights and
a lighting control system. Inefficient equipment
was upgraded and new strategies for controlling
temperature and water flow were implemented.
The retrofit is now delivering annual energy
savings of $64,000 a year – the equivalent annual
spend of 50 typical households.
And the tenants aren’t the only one saving. The
upgrade has reduced peak demand on the grid
by 33 per cent – with estimates that this alone
could save the Queensland Government in excess
of $400,000 a year.

Perhaps most impressive is that the retrofit was
undertaken without the loss of a single tenant —
and with the building only out of operation for one
weekend. The improvement in temperature control
and lighting has also boosted tenant satisfaction
and attracted new tenants to the building. By
maintaining full occupancy with refurbishing
rather than rebuilding, large quantities of waste
were diverted from landfill contributing to further
reduction of the carbon footprint.
This remarkable retrofit is just one of many that
underscore why buildings offer the single largest
opportunity to reduce emissions – and at the least
cost. The United Nations Environment Program
has argued that energy consumption in buildings
can be reduced using “proven and commercially
available technologies.” This was most certainly
the case at 247 Adelaide Street.
While individual case studies such as 247
Adelaide Street abound, there have been
few research reports into the performance of
green retrofits. Anecdotal evidence tells us that
tenants are moving towards green buildings
because of the productivity and health benefits,
corporate social responsibility requirements and
reputational enhancements. Increasingly, tenants
want to communicate their brand values through
their buildings.
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“These programs all
recognise that retrofit
programs can deliver on
the ‘triple bottom line’:
people, planet and profit.”

100,000
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World Green Building Council’s Business Case for
Green Building (2013), finds green retrofits deliver
an average of 15-17 per cent energy reductions,
while The Economics of Green Retrofits (2012),
finds that retrofits for buildings certified by LEED
for existing buildings result in a rental premium of
roughly US$20 per square metre per year.
Governments are also recognising that
investment in green building can address multiple
priorities from carbon abatement through to
job creation. The Better Buildings Partnership
in Toronto, for instance, has supported more
than 2,200 energy efficiency projects spanning a
spectacular 46 million square metres. Not only
have these projects saved 560,000 tonnes of
carbon and C$297 million in energy costs, but
they’ve also created more than 31,500 ‘person
years’ of employment.
In London, Mayor Boris Johnson’s RE:FIT program
has upgraded more than 350 of London’s public
buildings, generating CO2 savings of 28,900
tonnes a year from the £44m investment. Many
of the buildings are schools that are now energy
efficient and more productive places to learn.

And in Melbourne, a range of programs —
including the 1200 Buildings to the Sustainable
Melbourne Fund – are supporting the City of
Melbourne’s vision for carbon neutrality by 2020.
The City’s goal is to improve the energy efficiency
of commercial buildings by 38 per cent, eliminate
383,000 tonnes of CO2 each year, and create what
has been dubbed a “gold rush” of green jobs.
These programs all recognise that retrofit
programs can deliver on the ‘triple bottom line’:
people, planet and profit.
Our fashions have changed since 1966 — and
so have our values. We can laugh that seatbelts
were a new innovation and that mop-tops were in
vogue, but much of the infrastructure build back
then is still with us today. The burning issues of
the day in 1966 are very different to those that
keep us up at night today.
As 247 Adelaide Street demonstrates, investing
in these buildings to bring them up to current
best practice benchmarks improves their energy
efficiency and mitigates climate change, creates
economic uplift and enhance the appeal our
cities – and can ensure our assets don’t become
as outdated as a computer with eight megabytes
of memory.
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“The camp targets
school students
from disadvantaged
and non-traditional
backgrounds to engage
in university life.”
NDY has been a long time supporter of educational initiatives that foster
engineering opportunities at secondary and tertiary level to advance the
cause of our future engineering leaders.
NDY currently supports a number of diverse
programmes including the Engineering Students
@ Work initiative, Robogals UNSW, and
promoting women in engineering through our
participation with the National Association for
Women in Construction (NAWIC).

To support the important work of Spark
Engineering Camp in providing opportunities for
students from disadvantaged backgrounds, the
NDY Charitable Trust provided sponsorship which
provides valuable funds to ensure the programme
remains viable.

We recently added Spark Engineering Camp to
our list of supported educational programmes.
The Spark Engineering Camp Spark Engineering
Camp is a not-for-profit initiative that provides an
opportunity for 100 high school students in years
10-12 to experience university life and to see first
hand the potential of a career in engineering.

“With the recognised shortage in Engineering
Graduates in Australia, NDY considers this an
important initiative to promote the Engineering
Discipline to a wider demographic and provide
an opportunity to the next generation of
Engineers,” says NDY director Peter Koulos.
“Our support, in the form of a donation through
the NDY Charitable Trust, is two-fold, consisting
of both a financial contribution and also hands-on
volunteering with NDY representatives planned
to be in attendance at the Melbourne Spark
Engineering Camp.”

The camp targets school students from
disadvantaged and non-traditional backgrounds
to engage in university life, in particular
introducing the directions that engineering can
take their future. Over the 5-7 day camp students
stay on university grounds at a residential college,
with activities planned throughout the city.
In 2014, Spark is being held in both Brisbane
and Melbourne.

Spark Engineering Camp:
sparkengineeringcamp.ywb.com.au/
NDY Charitable Trust:
ndycharitabletrust.org/
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